Fascination
Two Step, by W. C. Powell

The name tells you at once what it is; a fascinating two step. Nothing on the market like it.

New March Two Step by W. C. Powell, composer of "The Gondolier".

Fascinating
Artistic
Simple
Catchy
Inspiring
New
Attractive
Tuneful
Irresistible
Original
Novel

New Instrumental Numbers
Dixie Doodle Girl March Two Step
Cherry, Intermezzo Two Step
Evening Shadows March Two Step
Red Riding Hood Waltzes
Hearts and Masks Waltzes
Dixie Blossoms March Two Step
Golden Sunset Waltzes
Belles of '76 March Two Step
Love is King Waltzes
Autumn, Novelette
Happy Heine March Two Step
Gloriana Waltzes
Shoulder Straps March Two Step
Hey Rube March Characteristic
Lady Laughter Waltzes
Melody of Twilight Intermezzo
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